
Let’s learn how to embarrass your friends in arguments!





 The commercial uses what’s 
known as a fallacy

 A fallacy is an argumentative 
move flawed by their very nature 
or structure.

 There are many different types of 
fallacies that we must learn to 
identify and avoid.

 So what was wrong with the 
commercial?

 It’s using a slippery slope 
argument:

 An argument that suggests taking 
a minor action will lead to major 
and sometimes ludicrous 
consequences.



 Overusing an emotional argument can negate any use of an emotional 
argument

 It can ruin the good faith you have with your audience





SCARE TACTICS

Aim to “frighten people and exaggerate 
possible dangers well beyond their statistical 
likelihood. Such ploys work because it’s 
easier to imagine something terrible 
happening than to appreciate its rarity” (72). 





EITHER/OR CHOICES

Can be well-intentioned strategies to get something 
accomplished. Parents use them all the time. But, they 
become fallacious argument when they reduce a 
complicated issue to excessively simple terms or when 
they’re designed to obscure legitimate alternatives” (72-
73).

Example: Either we 
raise the taxes or the 
roads will become 
unusable. 







OVERLY SENTIMENTAL APPEALS

 “…use tender emotions excessively to distract readers 
from facts” (74). 

 “These often “make readers feel guilty if they challenge 
the idea, a policy, or a proposal” (74).

 “Emotions become an impediment to civil discourse 
when they keep people from thinking clearly” (74). 

 While stirring up genuine emotions, “they seldom give a 
complete picture of complex social or economic issues” 
(75).





BANDWAGON APPEALS

 Bandwagon appeals – “urge people to follow the same path 
everyone else is taking” (75).

 Although often benign, harmless, they can push people to take the 
easier path rather than think independently about their choice.



 Not every method to gain attention or the confidence of readers is admirable

 Be careful of how you establish authority or what values you are appealing to





APPEALS TO FALSE AUTHORITY

False authority: writers offer themselves or other authorities 
as sufficient warrant for believing a claim; i.e., X is true 
because I say so, and what I say must be true OR X is true 
because Y says so, and what Y says must be true (77). 

Take Ronald 
Regan’s advice: 
“Trust, but 
verify” (77).





DOGMATISM

“A writer who asserts or assumes that a particular 
position is the only one that is conceivably 
acceptable is expressing dogmatism, a fallacy of 
character that undermines the trust that must 
exist between those who make and listen to 
arguments” (77).





AD HOMINEM ARGUMENTS

Latin for “to the man” – attack the character of a person rather than the 
claims he or she makes: when you destroy the creditably of your 
opponents, you either destroy their ability to present reasonable 
appeals or distract from the successful argument they may be offering. 





STACKING THE DECK/ONE-SIDED 
ARGUMENT

“Writers stack the deck when they show only one side of the 
story” (79).
Mentions only the good side: unfavorable facts are withheld.

Michael Moore Morgan Spurlock



 When claims, warrants, or proofs are invalid, insufficient or disconnected

 Can often seem reasonable or can be covered by flowery language or other 
parts of the argument





HASTY GENERALIZATION

… an inference drawn from insufficient 
evidence… it also forms the bias for most 
stereotypes about people or institutions. 
How do I avoid this?? Qualify your claims 
appropriately.





FAULTY CAUSALITY

“In Latin, known as the post hoc, ergo propter hoc; translating 
to ‘after this, therefore because of this’ – the faulty assumption 
that because one event or action follows another, the first 
causes the second” (80).





BEGGING THE QUESTION

Assuming as true the very claim that’s 
disputed – it is a form of circular argument 
that goes nowhere (circumlocution). 

Example:
“You can’t give me a C in this course because I’m an A student. I’ve never 
gotten a C. A students don’t get C’s, so you have to give me an A.”





EQUIVOCATION

“Half-truths or arguments that give lies an honest 
appearance – are usually based on tricks of language” (82).





NON SEQUITUR

“An argument whose claims, reasons or 
warrants don’t connect logically” (82). 





STRAW MAN

“attack arguments that no one is 
really making or portray opponents’ 
positions as more extreme or far 
less coherent than they actually are” 
(83). 





RED HERRING

“It changes the subject abruptly or introduces an
irrelevant claim or fact to throw readers or listeners 
off the trail “ (84).





FAULTY ANALOGY

“Politicians and diapers must be changed 
often, and for the same reason” – Mark Twain


